Structural comparisons between bacteriophage PRD1 and adenovirus have revealed an evolutionary relationship that has contributed significantly to current ideas on virus phylogeny. However, the structural organization of the receptor-binding spike complex and how the different symmetry mismatches are mediated between the spike-complex proteins are not clear. We determined the architecture of the PRD1 spike complex by using electron microscopy and three-dimensional image reconstruction of a series of PRD1 mutants. We constructed an atomic model for the fulllength P5 spike protein by using comparative modeling. P5 was shown to be bound directly to the penton base protein P31. P5 and the receptor-binding protein P2 form two separate spikes, interacting with each other near the capsid shell. P5, with a tumor necrosis factor-like head domain, may have been responsible for host recognition before capture of the current receptor-binding protein P2.
Structural comparisons between bacteriophage PRD1 and adenovirus have revealed an evolutionary relationship that has contributed significantly to current ideas on virus phylogeny. However, the structural organization of the receptor-binding spike complex and how the different symmetry mismatches are mediated between the spike-complex proteins are not clear. We determined the architecture of the PRD1 spike complex by using electron microscopy and three-dimensional image reconstruction of a series of PRD1 mutants. We constructed an atomic model for the fulllength P5 spike protein by using comparative modeling. P5 was shown to be bound directly to the penton base protein P31. P5 and the receptor-binding protein P2 form two separate spikes, interacting with each other near the capsid shell. P5, with a tumor necrosis factor-like head domain, may have been responsible for host recognition before capture of the current receptor-binding protein P2.
electron cryomicroscopy ͉ symmetry mismatch ͉ vertex ͉ virus P RD1 is a complex, membrane-containing, double-stranded DNA bacteriophage that shares many structural similarities with adenoviruses. PRD1 belongs to the Tectiviridae family and infects Gram-negative bacteria such as Escherichia coli and Salmonella enterica. PRD1 infection leads to the synthesis of Ϸ30 phage-specific proteins in the host cell, most of which are incorporated into the virion (reviewed in ref. 1) . It has an outer icosahedral protein capsid, an internal lipid bilayer, and a linear dsDNA genome with 5Ј covalently linked replication priming proteins (Fig. 1A) . The capsid (70 nm in diameter) is composed mainly of one protein, the major capsid protein P3 (43 kDa), which forms pseudohexameric trimers. Two hundred forty copies of these trimers are organized on an icosahedral lattice with pseudo T ϭ 25 triangulation (2) . The vertices of the icosahedral capsid lattice are occupied by the minor capsid protein P31 (14 kDa), which forms pentamers in solution (3, 4) . This organization is similar to that of adenovirus, in which the hexameric and pentameric capsid proteins are called hexons and pentons, respectively. Furthermore, the PRD1 P3 fold is similar to that of adenovirus hexon (2, (5) (6) (7) (8) . In addition, in both viruses, the stability of the capsid is secured by minor cementing proteins (9) (10) (11) (12) , and the receptor-recognition complexes are composed of elongated spikes attached to the pentameric vertex proteins (3, (12) (13) (14) (15) .
Two different types of PRD1 vertices have been observed in labeling experiments with monoclonal antibodies against vertex proteins (16) . The majority of vertices, designated as binding vertices, were shown to contain proteins P2 and P5. Protein P2 is a monomeric receptor-binding protein (4, 17, 18) . P5, designated as the spike protein, is released as a soluble trimer from the virion (19) . A virus mutant deficient in pentameric vertex protein P31 lacks both proteins P2 and P5 (3) . Furthermore, the presence of P2 depends on the presence of P5 (20) . Thus, a complex, designated as the spike complex, is present at the binding vertices and consists of at least proteins P2, P5, and P31. In addition to the 11 binding vertices, a unique vertex containing proteins responsible for DNA translocation (P6, P11, and P20) but lacking proteins P2 and P5 has been observed (16, 21) .
PRD1 infects cells that harbor a conjugative plasmid. The plasmid encodes a multiprotein complex required for DNA translocation during bacterial conjugation and renders the bacterium resistant to many antibiotics. PRD1 uses this complex as a receptor (18) and, thus, could be used as a novel bactericide against antibiotic-resistant bacteria. Specific binding to the receptor depends on the structural protein P2 (17) . Binding to the host cell has not been demonstrated for P5. After binding to the receptor, P2 is thought to trigger conformational changes within the spike complex that are transmitted to the internal membrane. The DNA genome is then translocated into the host cytoplasm (22) . It has been suggested that because the viral membrane can form a tube, the tube could serve as a conduit for DNA delivery (2, (22) (23) (24) . In addition, P2 seems to stabilize an otherwise labile vertex structure because P2-deficient particles are more prone to membrane-tube formation than wild-type (wt) particles (18) .
The structure of PRD1 has been studied by using electron cryomicroscopy (cryo-EM) combined with three-dimensional (3D) image reconstruction (2, 11, 25) and, more recently, x-ray crystallography, thereby providing the first atomic insight into a lipid-containing virus (12, 26) . Both methods rely on icosahedral averaging to increase the signal and facilitate the structure determination. X-ray crystallography results have indicated the roles of four proteins in controlling virus assembly (12) . The linear tape-measure protein P30 defines the size of the virus and cements the P3 facets together. At the vertex, P31 constitutes the base of the spike complex, interlocking with P3 and P16 (12) . However, any components that do not obey strict icosahedral symmetry remain unresolved in such analyses. Such components are the linear genome, the unique packaging vertex (16) , and the flexible spikes that exhibit symmetry mismatches with respect to the icosahedral capsid (3). Icosahedral cryo-EM reconstruction of wt PRD1 has revealed a knob of density at the vertex (2, 11) . This knob has been interpreted to be part of one of the spike proteins, P2 or P5, with the rest of the protein being averaged out in the reconstruction. To gain more structural information on the spikes, the individual spike components have been studied as purified proteins by using x-ray crystallography and small-angle x-ray scattering (SAXS). A stretch of eight glycines in P5 has prevented the analysis of the whole P5 using x-ray crystallography probably because the glycine stretch acts as a flexible hinge. A mutant of PRD1 in which the glycines have been removed (P5⌬8G) (27) has provided a sample more amenable to structural analysis than the wt P5, allowing the resolution of the C-terminal residues (141-340) using a collagenase-resistant fragment (136-340) (14) . P5 is a trimer in the crystal structure and consists of two major domains, the ␤-barrel C-terminal head with a tumor necrosis factor-like fold and an N-terminal base domain. They are separated by a linker region that consists of a collagen-like region (Gly-124 through Gly-140), a shaft with a ␤-spiral fold (Thr-141 through , and the eight-glycine stretch (Gly-191 through Gly-198) (14, 19) . The low-resolution SAXS models of the full-length P5 and the collagenase-resistant fragment complement the x-ray structure (28) . On the basis of the x-ray structure, the spike protein P2 is an elongated monomer with a head and a tail domain (15) . The head has a pseudo-␤-propeller fold, and the tail is an extended ␤-sheet. The head domain has been suggested to be distal to the virion and responsible for receptor binding (15) .
Because of the difficulties in studying complex structures with symmetry mismatches, the spatial organization of the vertex proteins, their interactions, and the orientation of the P2 protein are still controversial. On the basis of the available evidence, two structural models can be suggested for the organization of P2 and P5 and two for the interaction between P31 and P5. Different combinations of these models are summarized in Fig. 1B . The first pair of models ( Fig. 1B 1a and 1b) considers the following: On the basis of incorporation of shortened P5 fragments into the virion, it has been proposed that ''the trimeric P5 is associated with the pentameric P31'' and ''P2 is the most distal component of the spike structure connected to P5'' (20) . These data were supported by a parallel study on the hydrodynamic radii of the vertex proteins and their complexes (19) . Fig. 1B model 1a assumes that the P5 N-terminal domain is embedded in the capsid by forming a heteropentameric base with P31 (19, 28) , which is an assumption mainly based on the sequence similarity between the P5 N-terminal fragment and P31 [supporting information (SI) Fig. 6 ]. Selenomethionine data from x-ray crystallography of the PRD1 particle are inconsistent with up to two of five subunits of the spike-complex base being P5 (12) . In Fig.  1B model 1b, the P5 sits on top of the P31, associating in three specific positions similarly to the adenovirus penton and trimeric fiber (29) . Fig. 1B models 2a and 2b take additional information into account: In SAXS experiments with purified vertex proteins, no direct association was observed between the C-terminal collagenase cleavage fragment of P5 (residues 136-340) and P2 (28) . The authors suggested that P2 would wedge between P5 and P31 but did not otherwise indicate its position. We have chosen to represent P2 and P5 as two individual spikes.
Here we have studied the structure of the PRD1 spike complex in situ by using cryo-EM and 3D reconstruction of the vertices (30, 31) in addition to molecular modeling. We have constructed an atomic model for the full-length P5 trimer by exploiting previous x-ray and SAXS structures, determined the architecture of the spike complex by using mutants with different vertex protein compositions, and fitted atomic models into the 3D reconstruction. The study revealed a direct interaction between P5 and P31. Most strikingly, P2 was not associated with the C-terminal end of P5, but instead P2 and P5 formed two separate spikes. In addition, the spike-complex structure supported the model in which the P5 N terminus is embedded in the P31 pentamer. Thus, the PRD1 vertex conformation is most similar to model 2a in Fig. 1B .
Results
Atomic Model for the PRD1 Spike Protein P5. To model the complete PRD1 spike complex, a full-length P5 model was required, but none existed for the P5 N-terminal fragment (residues 2-140). However, this fragment exhibits 38% sequence identity to P31 (SI Fig. 6 ), and it has been proposed that these domains are homologous and, thus, share the same fold (19) . By exploiting this homology and the solved structure of P31 (PDB ID code 1W8X, chain N) (12), we used comparative modeling to calculate a model for the P5 N-terminal base domain (residues 2-113; see Materials and Methods). Next, we constructed trimeric models for the missing segments in the P5 structure. First, the monomeric N-terminal homology model was trimerized (see Materials and Methods) (32) . Second, the two linker regions not resolved in the x-ray maps, namely the collagen-like region and the eight-glycine stretch, were both modeled by using a collagen structure as a template (PDB ID code 1CLG) (33) .
The next task was to relate the five different segments of the P5 trimer (N-terminal base, collagen-like region, shaft, glycine stretch, and C-terminal head) to each other (Fig. 2 ). For this, we exploited the previously published SAXS model of the fulllength P5 trimer (28) . The fitting of the SAXS envelope of the C-terminal fragment (Fig. 2 A, magenta surface) to the fulllength P5 envelope (Fig. 2 A, gray surface) defined the orientation of the molecule. As expected, the C-terminal fragment fitted best to the end that previously had been tentatively assigned as the C terminus (28) . Trimeric atomic models for the P5 fragments were fitted independently to the molecular envelope provided by the full-length P5 SAXS model (Fig. 2B) . The resolution of the SAXS model was not high enough for an unambiguous fit in all cases, but information on the order of the domains helped to create a realistic model. The collagen-like region and the glycine stretch were able to span the distances between the other domains in an elongated conformation. On the basis of the atomic model, the length of the wt P5 trimer is 170 Å.
Comparison of our P5 atomic model to the P5 SAXS model still left a lot of volume unaccounted for in the SAXS model (Fig.  2B) . Specifically, the bottom part of the SAXS model disagreed with our model and probably represents an alternative, extended conformation of the N-terminal base domain (Fig. 2B, unfolded  conformation) , as has been suggested (28) . The boundary be- 1a, 1b, 2a, and 2b) . In models 1a and 1b, the P2 monomer is bound to the distal tip of the P5 trimer. In contrast, in models 2a and 2b, the P2 monomer is wedged between the P5 trimer and the P31 pentamer. Also, in models 1a and 2a, the N-terminal domain of P5 is buried in the P3 shell, whereas in models 1b and 2b, P5 sits on top of P31.
tween the collagenase-digestion fragments (Fig. 2 A) matched well with the collagenase cut site in the model (Fig. 2B, arrow) .
Spike Protein P5 Is Bound Directly to the Penton Base Protein P31.
After modeling the P5 structure, we addressed the question of how P5 is bound to the viral capsid. We used cryo-EM combined with 3D image reconstruction to calculate fivefold-averaged models of the vertices for the wt and P5⌬8G (wt-like) virions in addition to particles lacking P2 (P2 Ϫ ) or both P2 and P5 (P2 Ϫ P5 Ϫ ; Table 1 ; see Materials and Methods) (30) . The isosurface representations of the wt and P2 Ϫ P5 Ϫ reconstructions are shown in Fig. 3 and were colored to reveal the disordered parts (Fig. 3, red) (34) . The reconstructions revealed five peripentonal P3 trimers (Fig. 3A , outlined in wt) around the penton base (Fig.  3A, arrow in wt) . In all of the reconstructions except P2 Ϫ P5 Ϫ , a spike was partially resolved (Fig. 3A, shown for the wt) . Because of the symmetry mismatches, however, the spike was incorrectly averaged and, thus, more disordered than the P3 trimers. Some disorder was present in the knob residing at the center of the penton. The knob was present in the wt (Fig. 3A, wt) , P5⌬8G (not shown), and P2 Ϫ (not shown) reconstructions but absent in the P2 Ϫ P5 Ϫ reconstruction (Fig. 3A , P2 Ϫ P5 Ϫ ). Thus, P5 (but not P2) contributes to the knob density and is bound directly to the penton base. Differences were also observed in the region around P31 between the P5 ϩ (wt, P5⌬8G, and P2 Ϫ ) and P2 Ϫ P5 Ϫ reconstructions (Fig. 3B, encircled) , which suggests either conformational changes in P31 caused by P5 binding or the presence of P5 density in between P31 and the peripentonal P3 trimers.
Proteins P2 and P5 Form Two Separate Spikes. Because the spike components mostly were unresolved in the fivefold symmetric reconstructions of the vertex (see Fig. 3 ), we studied their composition further by using multivariate statistical analysis and image classification (Fig. 4) . Mutants with different protein compositions were used to assign different proteins to different parts of the native spike complex ( Table 1 ). The images of the vertices were extracted from the images of the entire particle (30, 31) . Only vertices that were roughly perpendicular to the imaging direction and thus were positioned on the periphery of the particle image were used in subsequent analyses. Multivariate statistical analysis and classification revealed variation in the images and allowed us to group similar orientations and conformations of the spike complex for 2D averaging. 2D class averages of the side views revealed projections of the spike complex ( Fig. 4; wt and P5⌬8G) . The striking feature evident in the class averages was the presence of two spikes instead of one. The first spike was straight, pointing radially out from the vertex, and had a knob at the distal end. The second spike was at an angle to the first and was connected to the straight spike at the base. A minority of vertices were lacking both spikes in our analysis (not shown). Because two elongated proteins, monomeric receptor-binding protein P2 and trimeric spike protein P5, are present at the vertex, we hypothesized that the two spikes corresponded to these two proteins. To assign the different spikes to P2 and P5, we next imaged the P2 Ϫ particles. In the projection images, it was evident that the second spike was missing (Fig. 4, P2 Ϫ ). Thus, we assigned this density to P2. To verify that the first spike is indeed protein P5, we imaged the 
P2
Ϫ P5 Ϫ particles. This mutant was spikeless (Fig. 4 , P2 Ϫ P5 Ϫ ). We concluded that the upward-pointing spike is P5, and the spike attached to it at an angle is P2.
Model of the PRD1 Spike Complex. What are the interactions between the different proteins in the spike complex? Clearly, the spike proteins are flexible and their interactions are variable, which results in conformational heterogeneity (see Fig. 4 ). However, we were able to reconstruct the 3D spike-complex density at low resolution (Ϸ20 Å) ( Fig. 5 ; see Materials and Methods) by using the largest data set (P5⌬8G). We computationally fitted atomic models for P2 and P5 into the density. The P5 head and shaft domains fitted nicely (Fig. 5 A and B) , but the collagen-like region was unresolved. However, the collagen-like fold is consistent with the knob-like density in the center of the penton in the fivefold symmetric vertex reconstruction (see Fig.  3B, wt) . The region assigned to P2 is disordered, indicating that P2 can move relatively to P5, and several possible alternative solutions for the fitting were found (Fig. 5 A and B) . Because of this flexibility, the interaction between P2 and the other vertex proteins was unresolved in the reconstruction. However, the fitting suggested that P2 interacts with something other than the P5 C-terminal fragment. Consistent with the spike-length measurements from the 2D class averages (not shown), the reconstruction indicated that the P5 N-terminal base is embedded within P31 (Fig. 5C) . Thus, our data support model 2a in Fig. 1B , in which (i) the two spikes are separate, (ii) they interact with each other at the level of the capsid shell, and (iii) the P5 spike is buried within the capsid. Whether the P5 N-terminal base forms a heteropentamer with P31 or penetrates the capsid in some other conformation is still open. On the basis of its size, the heteropentamer would fit in the fivefold position (Fig. 5D) .
Discussion
This work provides insight into the complex architecture of bacteriophage PRD1 vertices. Most of the vertices possess a receptor-recognition complex. Two vertex proteins, P2 and P5, have an elongated shape and protrude from the vertices. In the case of P2, the shape is thought to expose the receptor-binding domain to facilitate host-cell receptor binding. The P5 trimer is similar, in many ways, to the adenovirus fiber protein. Both have a globular head composed of ␤-barrel domains and a fibrous shaft composed of ␤-spiral repeats (14, 35, 36) . Because PRD1 and adenovirus are thought to be related, it is possible that the two proteins are homologues (14) . Although this protein still serves the primary receptor-binding function for adenovirus, PRD1 seems to have acquired a different, additional protein (P2) to infect a very broad range of host cells. So what is the current role of P5? Clearly, P5 does not help to expose P2, as thought earlier (15) , because the two proteins form two separate spikes. P5 does not seem to bind to a secondary receptor in laboratory conditions because P2
Ϫ particles do not bind to host cells (20) . However, because PRD1 has a very broad host range, P5 might give the virus a selective advantage in the wild, similar to the short tail fibers of the T-even phages (37) .
Our data defined the interaction site between P2 and P5 to the level of the capsid shell. It was shown previously that deletion of the collagen-like region does not affect P2 binding (27) . Thus, P2 most likely binds to the N-terminal base domain of P5, P31, or P3 or to a site created among some of these components. The symmetry mismatch between P5 and P31 creates an asymmetry at the vertex, which may explain why only one copy of monomeric P2 is bound per spike complex. Interestingly, avian adenoviruses also have two spikes (fibers) bound to the penton that are thought to bind to two different receptors (38) . The vertexreconstruction methods applied in this article (30, 31) could be used to study how the two trimeric fibers bind the penton in the avian adenoviruses.
Our model of the PRD1 spike complex agrees well with earlier studies on the vertex and vertex protein structure. First of all, it explains the result that P2 does not bind the P5 C-terminal fragment in vitro (28) . Second, it has been shown that the P5 N-terminal region (residues 2-149) is accessible on the outside of the virion (27) . This observation is consistent with our model, in which the collagen-like region (residues 124 -140) is just outside the virion surface. In addition, the knob-like density, shown to correspond to P5, is consistent with the P5 collagen-like region being at this position. The P5 modeling and comparison to the P5 SAXS model also suggested that the N-terminal part of P5 can exist in two conformations: either as a globular trimer or in a more elongated, unfolded conformation. It is possible that the ␤-barrel fold of the P5 N-terminal domain is energetically more favorable in the virus-bound conformation, interacting with P31, which could promote assembly and further incorporation of P2.
Conclusions
In this study we adopted a divide-and-conquer approach to construct an atomic model for the full-length P5, exploiting structural information from SAXS and x-ray crystallography in addition to comparative modeling. We studied the composition of PRD1 vertices by using cryo-EM and image processing. The spike complex was seen in several conformations, most likely because of flexibility in their structures and interactions. Two vertex proteins, P2 and P5, formed two separate spikes instead of only one as thought previously. P5 was bound to the center of the penton base protein P31, but the exact interaction site between P2 and other vertex proteins remained unresolved.
Materials and Methods
Modeling of the Full-Length P5. The alignment between P31 (known template structure; PDB ID code 1W8X, chain N) and the Nterminal fragment of P5 (unknown target structure) has been published (19) (see SI Fig. 6 ). The two sequences are of similar length, and no major gaps exist in the alignment. P5 has two short deletions (one and two residues, respectively). The modeling of the P5 N-terminal fragment was carried out by using SWISS-MODEL (39) . A P5 N-terminal trimer was generated from the monomer model by using M-ZDOCK (32) . First, the monomer-monomer interface within the trimer was predicted. Because the P5 Nterminal fragment is homologous to P31, we assumed that the same side of the monomers creates the monomer-monomer interface in both the P5 N-terminal trimer and P31 pentamer. The P5 Nterminal fragment model was placed at the P31 pentamer coordinates with the command matchmaker in Chimera (40) . Residues closer than 5 Å between two adjacent monomers were considered to be monomer-monomer interface residues when creating the trimer in M-ZDOCK. The trimeric segments of the P5 structure were fitted into density maps created from the SAXS models. The maps were calculated to 15-Å resolution by using EMAN (program pdb2mrc) (41) . The fitting was performed in CoLoRes by using the Laplacian correlation (42) . The glycine hinge and collagen-like region were fitted manually between the already assigned segments.
